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State-Of-The-Art Reactor Consequence Analyses (SOARCA)
The State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence Analyses (SOARCA) project analyzes severe accident consequences to
develop a body of knowledge regarding the realistic outcomes of severe reactor accidents. In addition to
incorporating the results of more than 25 years of research, the objective of this updated plant analysis is to include
the significant plant safety improvements and updates, which have been made by plant owners but were not
reflected in earlier assessments by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In particular, these plant safety
improvements include system enhancements, training and emergency procedures, and offsite emergency response.
In addition, these improvements include the recent enhancements in connection with security-related events.
The goal of SOARCA is to determine best estimates of the offsite radiological consequences for severe accidents at
U.S. operating reactors using a methodology based on state-of-the-art analytical tools, and to present those results
using risk communication principles to achieve informed public understanding of the important factors. In particular,
those factors include the extent and value of defense-in-depth features of plant design and operation, as well as
mitigation strategies. As a result, SOARCA will update
analyses, such as NUREG/CR-2239 (SAND81-1549),
"Technical Guidance for Siting Criteria Development," dated November 1982.
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What would you like to learn more about?
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Overview of SOARCA
What is the SOARCA process?
Frequently Asked Questions
Related Information
Contact Us (does not exist)
Public Meetings (does not exist)

Overview of SOARCA

The focus of this project is to determine the realistic consequences for the most likely severe accident scenarios. A
severe accident is a type of accident with a remote likelihood, but may challenge safety systems at a much higher
than expected level, and may even lead to severe core damage. Since the realistic modeling of most likely, nonsecurity related, full-power severe accidents is the focus of this project, the results of this project do not G
represent a complete risk analysis.
The first two nuclear power plant (NPP) sites that the project team analyzed are examples of each major type of
nuclear reactor in the U.S.: a boiling water reactor (BWR) and a pressurized water reactor (PWR). Since this
project is independent of any regulatory action, nuclear power plants are under no obligation to participate.
However, Peach Bottom and Surry have volunteered, and they are the focus of the res Is. Peach Bottom is an
example of a boiling water reactor and Surry is an example of a pressurized water reactor. As this project
develops, tl) research team may analyze different variations of these two types of re 'ctors,

How~JlA Severe Accidentnd~ts Consequences Modeled?
The SOARCA project uses modeling techniques to understand how a reactor might behave under severe accident
"
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would impact the public.
conditions and ho
The SOARCA project calculates information about reactor systems,
components, operati g history, impacts of emergency procedures, weather conditions, emergency planning, 0
population data@-eW It uses the computer code called MELCOR to model the severe accident scenarios.A
computer code called MACCS2 to model offsite consequences.
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What would you like to learn more about?
What is a boiling water reactor (BWR)?
* What is a pressurized water reactor (PWR)?
* Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
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What is the SOARCA Process
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he overall project process consists
general steps that are illustrated in the "Flowchart of SOARCA Process"
Figure and described in detail in the f~t ving sections. These process descriptions explain the methods and
rationale for how the research team proceeded to answer the question what would be the consequences for the
4 ost likely severe accidents.
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How Were The Scenarios Selected?
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The project team modeled accidents scenarios that were r@ most likely to 4
core u
. This step
,allowed the team to focus attention and resources on the consequences of most likely severe accidents. Because
jof the robust, redundant, and diverse safety systems, many things have to ail to reach core damage. Each
possible path to core damage is called a sequence. An accident scenario is a roup of-al r event sequences that
lead to substantial damage of the reactor core, and can be analyzed as one.
How Were The Accidents Modeled?
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each accident scenario would o 4r. We uied data specific for etch of the sites' plant designr and
.s of the major systems of
operation/
a nuclear power plant and their associated interactions.
Since the site has severe accident mitigation
equipment, strategies, and procedures that were not in
place in previous studies, and because the project team
has updatedganalytical methods, the team
was able to more realistically model how the accidents

Swould progress at each site.
What Are Mitigation Measures?
The NRC requires eac' site to have en(ergency
operating procedures, severe accident guidelines, postTM- project team input the mitigation measures into the computer
9/11 mitigation measures and equipmentn.
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modeling of the progression of the severe accident.
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After modeling the postulated core damage and containment failure, the project team modeled how the radioactive
material would disperse from the site through the environment and populatior)
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How Were/e Emergency Reponse Plans Modeled?
".1 For
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-The project team model•the emergency plans in the computer code faf tA- +
the SOARCA project's purposes of calculating consequence Me evacuation is the most evident part of the
Emergency Plan.
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J-%ow Were/he Health Effects Modeled?
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The project team modelfthe consequences from the severe accident in the computer code for
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The MACCS2 code uses a dose-response model to determine the consequences of the severe
accident in terms of early fatality risk (the risk to an individual dying from radiation sickness fre•
radiation
exposure) and latent cancer fatality risk (the risk to an individual e
fatal cancer due to radiation
exposure2
•
The results of consequence modeling indicate that commercial nuclear power plants are designed and regulated to
prevent accidents and to protect the public should an accident occur. In a low-likelihood situation of a severe
accident and operators unsuccessfully enacting emergency procedures, the consequences to the public are 'opy
19w.
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The project consider/ severe accidents from internal events and external events (such as an earthquake),
a6.•iittls during arpower reactor conditionstýand~g.ecurity related events such asaacerorist attaC
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How Were the Accidents Modeled?
After determining what postulated scenarios the project team should analyze, the team determined whether these
scenarios could lead to release any radioactive material from the core to the environment through the three
"defense-in-depth" barriers. The three "defense-indepth" barriers are:
1. The sealed fuel rods in the reactor core

2. The reactor coolant system (reactor pressure
v
associated components)
3. The containment building

AII

Fe
Pellet

The nuclear fuel is sealed in metal tubes called
cladding. These fuel rods are contained in the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV). The RPV is a thick steel vessel
designed for high pressures and is part of the reactor
coolant system (RCS). The RCS is inside a special
containment building. One type of reactor
containment is a large cylinder shaped building made
out of reinforced concrete with a steel lining. It is
.......
designed to withstand the pressures that might build
up inside as steam and gases escape from the reactor
during an accident. Another type of containment, called a pressure suppression containment, has a large waterfilled pool to coo
e steam and reduce the pressure buildup in the containment.
The rea
containment is designed to hold radioactive material that might otherwise be released to the outside
en onment if the first two "defense-in-depth" barriers fail.
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Hypotheie~d COre Damage Configuration
7/ (226 Minutes)
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Severe core damage rsuits from accidents that lead to-anxuncontrolled temper.ature increase of tl e reactor core. This heat up
may cause the fuel fnd other core inte -nal structures to melt and

relocate. However, all three barriers i~t fail before a significan
release of radioactive material can occur. The project team use• the
code "MELCOR" to model the accident progression and plant response
for the postulated accident scenarios
one
should note that even these postulated accidents scenarios have a
statistically-calculated chance of about one-in-a-million years of
•occurring
at a nuclear power-plant)
•
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mercial power reactokaccident in the United
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States,
Three Mile Island accident in 1579, there was extensive •,t,
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fuel damage. Radioactive gases and contaminated cooling water toeV--tthe containment. Although some radioactivity was released to the
->
'Aatmosphere by an indirect route, the containment itself performed as ?.
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designed and kept the radioactivity safely b
inside. The
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effectiveness of the containment was the major factor in preventing
the release of large amounts of radioactive materials to the
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In 1986, a much more serious accident occurre dat Chernobyl in the

former Soviet Union. The Chernobyl accident s
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reactor core, releasing large quantities of radioactivity to the
environment. The accident deposited radioactive material in nearby
countries, and radioactivity was even detectable at very low levels in
the United States. The reactor design (RBMK) is very different from those used in the United States, and the NRC
does not allow reactors of that type of reactor design. The Chernobyl reactor has an inherent instability called a
positive void coefficient.
".
"
beFept-94we-t+re. The NRC
considers this ra
accident not possible in the United State.
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Surr'
and
Bottom
In the SOARCA project, we simulated the following scenarios for both sites (Peach
1. Long Term Station Blackout (LTSBO) - In this scenario, the station los -s offsite p.ogwepanf both of the
41
emergency diesel generators (EDG). The batteries, however, are available for-siiort term use (about 4-8 hours) to
run the safety systerm, but in the "longer term" there w ouId-be-n
er.
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2. Short Term Station Blackout (STSBO) - In this scenario, the site loses all power, even the batteries, and
therefore all of the safety systems quickly become inactivated in a "shorter term."
We modelepd two more scenarios for the Surry site:
1. Inter;ystem Loss-of-Coolant Accident (ISLOCA) - In this scenario, valves WOh connect the reactor to a lowpressure system fail and cause a rupture that is outside the containment -Ohisaccident is called a "bypass event",
which means that release occurs through nother path without the containMfer--inq a chance to prevent the
._
...
. .
..
re le a s e .
2. Thermally-Induced Steam Generator•be Rupture (TISGTR) - In this scenario, the reactor is performing under
conditions of a Shorts-Term Station Blackoit, but during the accident, extremely hot steam and hydrogen flow out
tube f ils, radioactive material moves through steam line, past containment '
into the steam generator tube. If t
tcus
hII•-Ohq9h a- aCl.4--tthe
and exits a relief valve. Ts acciden_ is a "b ass event"O whch ,meansthat rleasel
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Three Mile Island Accident
Chernobyl Accident
Steam Generator Tube Issues
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What Are the Mitigation Measures?
For the SOARCA project to develop realistic state-of-the-art analyses of accident progression, radiological release,
and offsite radiological health consequences, the project must include insights into the effectiveness and benefits of
mitigation measures currently employed at operating reactors.
This includes mitigation measures beyond those treated in current PRA models. Mitigation measures treated in
SOARCA include the site's emergency operating procedures (EOPs), severe accident management guidelines
(SAMGs), and post-9/11 mitigation measures. Post-9/11 mitigation measures refer to additional equipment and
strategies required by the NRC following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, to further improve mitigation
capability.
Project staff discussed with the nuclear power plant staff a
t-the constraints of the postulated accident conditions
for each of the scenario the SOARCA project is analyzing. Project staff also discussed with the site staff how the
operators would respond to the event.. For each sequence group, project staff used input from the plant staff to
develop timelines of operator actions and equipment lineup or setup times for the implementation of the available
mitigation measures. Project staff then used the mitigation measures timelines to develop inputs foOMELCOIO, the
accident progression code.
For each plant accident scenario, the project teamE models two cases:
/
.
•
Mitigated Scenario-In the first ca,e, theS5OARCA team modeled what would happen if the operators successfully
carried out the mitigating actionsl The MELCOR calculations included this information to understand how the
mitigating actions could affect accident progression. If operators successfully execute these procedures, then
consequences to the public will be prevented or minimized.
Unmitigated Scenario-In the second case, the team modeled what would happen when newly available equipment
was not used as additional mitigating actions. These cases modeled the sequence of events that lead to core melt,
release of radioactive materialV and consequences to the public.
The project considers severe accident mitigation measures as part of the mitigated scenario if"

" the utility has procedures or guidelines for the use of equipment for such a purpose

.-

pl

* the utility has practiced drills using this equipment
wit•nVe•Z•
* the project team can reasonably expect the utility to successfully implement these procedures within the
M-4/M)
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constraints of the accident
NRC inspectors are currently verifying the plant's implementation aV
Previous: How Were the Accidents Modeled?
Next: How Was The Release Of Radioactive Material Modeled?

What would you like to learn more about?
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of post-9/11 mitigation measures.

How Washe Release of Radioactive Material Modeled?
After modeling the postulated core damage and containment failure, the project team modeled how the radioactive
material would disperse from the site to the environment and to the population. This was done with the MACCS2,
which is an updated computer code with site-specific meteorology, evacuation plans, and recent population data.
MACCS2 models the dispersion of the radioactive material and calculates the human exposure from the cloudshine
(exposure from the plume), groundshine (exposure from fallout on the ground), and inhalation (exposure from
inhaled aerosols) dose pathways. Because MACCS2 is primarily a probabilistic risk assessment tool, it accounts for
the uncertainty in weather that is inherent to an accident that could occur at any point in the future. From this
meteorology, we report the mean risk (depending on proximity to the accident) for an average person.
Previous: What Are The Mitigation Measures?
Next: How Were The Emergency Response Plans Modeled?
What would you like to learn more about?
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How Were the Emergency Response Plans Modeled?
Emergency preparedness (EP) for nucleaf power p1 ffts are programs, plans, training, exercises, and resources
designed to protect public health an•lafety in th event of a radiological accident. These emergency response
programs are developed, tested, a d evaluate and are in place as.defense in depth to respond in the unlikely event
of an accident. The NRC requires each site
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and
will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. The Emergency Plan regulations include:.
* Conducting periodic exercises of emergency response capabilities, and maintain and correct these capabilities
" Providing and maintaining adequate emergency facilities and e uipment to support the emergency response
* Establishing procedures to notify state and local response
organizations, and emergency personnel by- all
organizations* Arranging fýormedical services for contaminated injured
individuals

" Developing plans for recovery
Ev-afnng the response of the public in order to mo
emergency
response in a realistic and meis I manner is an objective of the
SOARCA project. In order to support more realistic conse,
nce
analyses, the project team uses the code "WinMACCS" to i
emergency response plan elements and protective actions
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THREE MILE IS.A.
NUCLEAR STATION
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EVACUATION PLAN MAP

The project team uses detailed emergency response planning
,
.
,,
.
within the 16 km (10 mile) plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ), which provides a substantial
base for expansion to a larger response area if needed. If the population in areas beyond the EPZ needed to take
protective actions, the protective actions would be limited to affected areas based on plume projections. The
project team assessed variations of emergency response, which include evacuation and sheltering of population
groups outside the 10 mile EPZ to a distance of 2Q miles from the NPP.
Offsite response organizations (OROs) m act to reduce the risk to the public in the unlikely event of an accident.
The project staff obtained site-specific information from OROs to support development of timelines of these

protective actions to use in the models• incIuding-evacuations time estimates (ETEs). The level oTdetail in
developing these ETEs was significant, including the identification of different evacuation characteristics of the
general public and special facility population groups

7Previous: How Was The Release Of Radioactive Material Modeled?
Next: How Were The Health Effects Modeled?
What would you like to learn more about?
Emergency Preparedness (Factsheet: EP at Nuclear Power Plants)
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How Were the Health Effects Modeled?
Radiation is all around u . We tend to think of biological effects of radiation in terms of their effect on living cells.
For low levels of radia "on exposure, the biological effects are so small they may not be detected. The body has
repair mechanisms
ainst damage induced by radiation as well as by chemical carcinogens. Consequently,
biological effects of radiation on living cells may result in three outcomes:
(1) injured or damaged cells repair themselves, resulting in no residual damage;
(2) cells die, much like millions of body cells do every day, being replaced through normal biological processes; or
(3) cells incorrectly repair themselves resulting in a biophysical change_ , In SOARCA, MACCS2 uses a dose-response model to calculate consequences, depending on the amount of exposure
to the population. The project team calculates the risk of two different types of consequences from the analyzed
scenarios:
Early Fatality Risk-The risk of dying from radiation sickness that occurlshortly after exposure to large doses of
radiation (usually within a few weeks).
'
Latent Cancer Fatality Risk-The risk of dying from a cancer that could occur years after exposure to radiation.
The project team calculates the radiological dose to the public using t .
W
d rIACCS2•.
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Radiation (Factsheet: Biological Effects of Radiation)
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narios - In the simulations for each of these scenarios, the operators were able to prevent core

damage y using portable equipment put in place following 9/11 and supplemented by he use of existing
equipment with new procedures to run under blackout conditions.
in
scenarios. Even though these
Unmitigated Scenarios - There are no early fatalities for the e
scenarios did lead to core damag , the release of fission product occurs after long periods of time which allow for
SAu.-Aevacuation of the population. T
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WHAT ARE' LATENT CANCER FATALITIES?
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Mitigated Scenarios - In the simulations for each of these scenarios, the operators were able to prevent core
\e
existing
use
of
by
the
and
supplemented
damage by using portable equipment put in place following 9/11
equipment with new procedures to run under blackout conditions. Since the accidents in these scenarios were
effectively mitigated, there is no release of radioactive materials or consequences to the public and
environment.
UnmitigatedScenarios - In these scenarios.;Athe latent cancer fatalities are modeled to be v
small-regardless
of which distance interval or calculation model is used. The following tables show the results of the calculations
for each plant and scenario.
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HOW THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES MODELED?
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1.) 0-10 miles
2.) 0-50 miles

RESULTS FROM COMPARISON CASES
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case models demonstrate that reactor designs, operator actions, and regul ions can preventV
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rýnsequences to the public if a severe accident were to occur. However,
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scenarios that demonstrate the consequences if the operators were unable to execute the emergency procedures.
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• The results are presented below and demonstrate that even in these scenarios
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GLOSSARY

Boiling Water Reactor - In a typical boiling water reactor the reactor core creates heat and a single loop both
delivers steam to the turbine and returns water to the reactor core to cool it. The cooling water is force-circulated
by electrically powered pumps. Emergency cooling water is supplied by other pumps, which can be powered by
onsite diesel generators. Other safety systems, such as the containment building air coolers, also need electric
power.

Core Damage - (an accident leading to) heatup of the reactor core to the point at which severe fuel damage is
anticipated -or- uncovery and heatup of the reactor core to the point at which prolong d oxidation and severe fuel
damage is anticipated representing the onset ofQR
Early Fatalities - human fatalities that result from doses
"
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Latent Cancer Fatalities - cancer fatalities that occur years following re•.
Source Term - The amount ofradioactive
accident.

O
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material released to the environment following an

MACCS2 Code - The computer code used to calculate dispersion of radioactiv• material • the environment and the
.
s.n determine the consequences
.:.r....
.Gbpulation. The MACCS2 code uses a dose-response model
of the severe accident in terms of early fatalities (how many people in a population would die upon initial
exposure) and latent cancer risk (the numbers of individuals in a population contracting fatal cancer due to
exposure).
MELCOR Code-an integrated, engineering-level computer code used to model the progression of postulated
accidents in light water reactors as well as non-reactor systems (e.g., spent fuel pool and dry cask). MELCOR is a
modular code consisting of three general types of packages: (a) basic physical phenomena; (b) reactor-specific
phenomena; and (c) support functions. These packages model the major systems of a nuclear power plant and
their associated interactions.
Pressurized Water Reactor - In a typical commercial pressurized light-water reactor (1) the reactor core creates
heat, (2) pressurized-water in the primary coolant loop carries the heat to the steam generator, and (3) the
steam generator vaporizes the water in a secondary loop to drive the turbine, which produces electricity.
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Corrective Actions = Mitigative Measures

A model is a tool to predict how a process will perform under a set of conditions.
These calculations are very complex are done by computer programs designed for specific modeling conditions.

Q&A

to have detailed emergency plans about how onsite personnel would work to prevent a release in the case of an
accident and, if a release occurred, how offsite personnel would coordinate evacuation and sheltering of
surrounding populations. The computer code uses this information to model the evacuation of the public in the
case of a severe accident.

*
*

Assigning responsibilities to organizations within the EPZ
Providing prompt communications among principal response organizations to emergency personnel and to
the public

*
*

Arranging for requesting and effectively using assistance resources
Developing a range of protective actions for the plume exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and
the public

*

Establishing means for controlling radiological exposures for emergency workers

